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Almond Vocational Link

is a professional
company formed as a result of our experience with
students from all over the world for the past twenty
years. So far, we have been involved in number of
projects, one of those being the Leonardo da Vinci
program that deals with Mobility. This program gives
the undergraduates opportunity to gain work
experience in their chosen vocation.
Our company organises this work experience in
professional companies based in Plymouth, Torquay,
Exeter and throughout the South West. Our aim is to
provide the best possible work experience for
undergraduates. In order to ensure that this is the case
we will only place our undergraduates in work
placements with well established, reliable firms that
maintain a high standard of integrity and
professionalism. Almond Vocational Link provides
accommodation with English host families who are
known to us personally and who are selected for their
caring and supportive nature and their ability to
empathise with the students in all situations as well as
maintaining high standards of hospitality. Both,
employers and host families, are interviewed by us to
ensure that they have an encouraging attitude
towards our students, supporting them during their stay.

Our mission statement is to:
 Arrange your work placement, prior to your arrival in the UK.
 Meet you on your arrival with a welcoming host family who have experience with
students of different cultures.
 Arrange your English language training delivered by highly qualified and
experienced teachers in small, mixed ability groups
 Take you to your work placement and introduce you to your new employer. We
understand anyone can feel nervous on their first day, we are here to support
you.
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We operate across the South West of the UK, with our head office situated in Plymouth.
Recently branded as Britain’s Ocean City, Plymouth’s stunning coastal location offers many
opportunities. Our friendly and dedicated team will help you to explore not only the city but
also the South West region.
We arrange student work placements in many areas such as:
Accounting
Administration
Communications
Environmental Studies
Healthcare
Hotel, Catering and Hospitality
Information Technology
(hardware/software) and Web Design
 Marketing








Unpaid Internship in the South West of England
At Almond Vocational Link, we are experienced in organising unpaid work placements and
unpaid internships in the South West in the vocation of your choice. We work with many
professional companies in order to obtain quality work placements. In order for students to
benefit from the experience in the United Kingdom, it is essential that their level of English is of
a high standard. They will be expected to be able to understand others and speak
reasonably good English. Some exceptions can be made, please contact us directly with your
questions.

.
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The work placement is
conditional on this factor as
Almond Vocational Link will
not accept responsibility for
any inability to participate
because the level of English
is not sufficiently good
enough. English Language
training is available before
undertaking
the
work
placement
and
we
recommend
this
is
considered
before
undertaking
a
work
placement. We will require
an up-to-date C.V. as well as
a Registration form which
can be obtained on request.
In order for the student to be
able to participate on this
scheme they will need to be
over eighteen. Please note

that
due
to
seasonal
dependence some of our
placements, especially in the
tourism industry, might not
be available during certain
months. Although we do
have
some
positions
available in tourism with
attractions that operate all
year
round,
these
placements are limited in
number. All work placements
will have a job description.
Monitoring and support will
be given by a supervisor
within
each
work
placement. During the time
that
you
are
in
the
placement you will be
required to complete a
portfolio of evidence, which
will consist of a diary of your

weekly duties and the skills
that you have been able to
develop. A weekly report of
your progress within your
work placement will be
given by your supervisor.
Work insurance is provided
by the employer. Provided
you
have
successfully
completed
your
work
placement it will be certified
by Almond Vocational Link.
You might like to consider
undertaking the University of
Cambridge Work Placement
Certificate
in
order
to
enhance your employment
potential on your return back
home. Please ask for further
information if you would like
to participate in this scheme
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Lifelong Learning Programme
At Almond Vocational Link we have had many successful projects approved under the Lifelong
Learning Programme. Many of the Partnerships formed have meant the return of the organisations
with their students year after year. The core of our business has been projects under the LdV
mobility for participants in initial vocational training as well as people in the labour market so that
they could improve their English Language skills and employment opportunities within their own
country.

Vocational Education and Training Professionals (VETPRO)

Vocational Education and Training Professionals (VETPRO)
We have an extensive knowledge and experience in organizing specially tailored courses for
teachers and professionals who require further training in their specialist areas. If you are planning
to undertake further training then let us assist you with your project. We deal individually with each
project and tailor the needs of the project and funding to ensure that all the criteria is met to the
highest of standards.
My colleagues are very happy in relation to the visit.
Participants have a list of questions answers to which they
must find out during each visit of this project. I have just
received confirmation that they will be able to answer all
the questions from the questionnaire. I am really happy
because this result unfortunately is not available after
every visit. It is pleasure to have business with real
specialists. Group will come back to Lithuania with the
best impression about your organisation and wonderful
professional experience. “
Kristina, Project co-ordinator
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Our Programmes
Over the recent years, we have gained a vast amount of valuable experience in dealing with
large scale, EU supported educational programmes. We have worked with partners from across
Europe and actively participate in projects that help to educate, integrate and give access to
gain new skills and widen horizons of our participants.

Erasmus
Leonardo da Vinci Mobility

ProgrammeProgramme

Leonardo da Vinci Partnership
Citizenship Programme
VETPRO
Transversal
Grundtvig
Erasmus+

All of the above programmes are a part of the European Union’s Lifelong Learning Programme.
Our company strongly believes in working closely with other European Partners towards improving
and developing educational methods, influencing others to remain in education and gain
knowledge through new experiences. These projects improve integration, develop and implement
innovative teaching methods, break language barriers and give others a great chance to explore
new opportunities, gain new skills and qualifications. Almond Vocational Link strongly believes in
the objectives promoted by these programmes and with many years of experience and
dedication in supporting those, we are proud of our achievements.
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English language training
English language training can be provided for all those undertaking a work placement or wishing
to improve their English skills whilst visiting England.
General English lessons are of particular benefit before or during a work placement/internship as
they provide a good foundation in the type of language encountered in a work situation. We would
also recommend these lessons if your language skills are adequate, yet you feel your confidence
would benefit from additional training. The teachers that we employ have extensive knowledge of
teaching English as a second language (ESOL & EFL) and are flexible in adapting the language
training to suit the requirements of the various members of the group
At Almond Vocational Link we feel that there are great benefits to Group sessions enabling you
to improve your ability to speak, listen, and extend your knowledge of vocabulary and grammar as
well as your written and reading skills. We can also offer other courses related to specific areas such
as European Languages and Business English, if required, and facilitate working towards
qualifications in English such as Cambridge, TOEFL or IELTS.
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The benefits of learning English with Almond Vocational Link are:
 Experienced and highly qualified trainers – all of our courses are conducted by high-calibre
native speakers
 All tutors are engaging, friendly, experienced and able to make their students feel at ease
in an atmosphere conducive to learning
 Tailor-made programmes - relevant, lively, useful and suited to evolving needs
 We strongly believe that learning a foreign language in small groups is most beneficial to
our students. Our lessons take place in a modern, comfortable classrooms with groups of up
to 10 people

Accommodation
As a part of the package, comfortable accommodation is arranged for students, who will be staying
English host families. All
families are known to us
personally, interviewed
by ourselves and the
accommodation vetted
is
to
the
highest
standard. Meals will be
provided according to
the package that you
have requested and will
either be half-board or
full-board during your
stay. This situation will
help you to gain in
confidence
by
the
support
and
encouragement
provided by your host family. Your first time away from home can be a daunting experience,
especially in a country that has a different culture. Your host family will help to improve your
language skills and your understanding of English culture and enhance your experience in the
United Kingdom far more rapidly.
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Student Welfare
We ensure that you are given support and
this is achieved in a number of ways:
 Met on arrival and introduced to your host family
 Information meeting on your first working
day after arrival.
 Provision of work placement in a vocation of your
choice prior to your arrival.
 Accommodation with a caring host family.
 Monitoring you whilst you are in your
work placement.
 Providing twenty four hour emergency
cover whilst in the U.K.
 Arranging a weekly meeting and give you an
opportunity to meet other students

We are a caring organisation that understands your needs. For some of you it may be your first time
away from home visiting another country with a different culture, which can be overwhelming. We
arrange a weekly social event where you are able to socialise with other students and you will be
able to meet with ourselves to discuss any queries you may have during our one-to-one
appointment. Your welfare and safety whilst in the U.K. is very important to us
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Student Cultural Trips
Many of the top visitor attractions are located within Devon. We hope that you will allow us to
show you some of them.

Dartmoor
The South West is an area of outstanding beauty and has some of the most important tourist
attractions in the U.K.
Britain’s famous Dartmoor National Park stretches between Exeter and Plymouth, offering
breath-taking views for those who enjoy being close to nature. This stunning moorland covers over
954 square kilometres and is surrounded by charming villages that are full of historic and cultural
interest. This area and its mysterious aura had been inspiration to many famous authors in the past.
“The Hound of the Baskervilles“ by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle is largely based on Dartmoor, where the
famous Sherlock Holmes and Doctor Watson try to solve their mysterious crime case. Whilst taking
a stroll, do keep your eyes wide open and you might just spot the beautiful Dartmoor pony.
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English Riviera
2

The south coast of Devon is collectively
known and often referred to as the English
Riviera. It offers stunning coastal locations with
beautiful beaches, many of which have
obtained a blue flag award. The particularly
mild climate of the area means that many
exotic plants can be grown here and it is also
one of Britain’s most favourite holiday
destinations. The tourism industry truly flourishes
here with many towns increasing in population
significantly during the high season.

Cornwall
Mount Edgcumbe
Overlooking the city from South
East Cornwall - Mount Edgcumbe
House is jointly owned by Cornwall &
Plymouth and houses the National
Camelia Collection. Access is by
Passenger ferry from Stonehouse –
the Cremyll ferry. Once over the short
crossing of the River Tamar you will
find a great waterside pub, orangery
cafe and a wild deer park
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Eden Project
The Eden project is a visitor attraction in
Cornwall. There is a big garden with
Rainforest and Mediterranean Biomes. Inside
the artificial biomes are plants that are
collected from all around the world. At the
bottom of the pit are two covered biomes:
Tropical Biome – it is used for tropical plants,
such as fruiting banana trees, coffee, rubber
and giant bamboo, and is kept at a tropical
temperature
and
moisture
level.
Mediterranean Biome - it houses familiar
warm temperature and arid plants such as
tea, lavender, hops, hemp and various
sculptures.

Tintange
This wonderful and popular tourist destination
is set high on the rugged North Cornwall coast.
The castle is believed to be the birthplace of the
legendary King Arthur.
Tintagel Castle is an awe-inspiring place to visit
and soak up the atmosphere generated by the
dramatic views and wonderful legends.
The village is a pleasing place to wander around,
where you can browse the shops and enjoy an
afternoon Cornish Cream Tea.
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Plymouth

With a population of over 250,000, Plymouth is the regional capital of Devon and Cornwall. Rich
in notable maritime history, Plymouth attracts visitors from all over the globe throughout the year.
Recently branded as Britain’s Ocean City, Plymouth plays host to a number of high profile water
sport events using its naturally amphitheatre - like shaped coast and the waters of the Plymouth
Sound to create an amazing spectacle.

The world famous Barbican is a must see
as it is home to some of Plymouth’s eldest
buildings as well as the historical Mayflower
Steps from which the Pilgrim Fathers famously
set sail for America. The Barbican is also
known for having the largest concentration
of cobbled streets in Britain and the famous
Jackas bakery is Britain’s oldest operating
commercial bakery.
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Historical Plymouth Hoe is situated just a stone
throw away from the Barbican. It commands
spectacular views that are little changed from
the time Drake played bowls here, waiting for
the Armada, through to when the Pilgrim
Fathers bade farewell to their homeland, to the
time tens of thousands assembled here to
welcome Francis Chichester back from his
historic solo round the world trip.

Smeaton's Tower is the third and most
notable one of Eddystone Lighthouses. It
marked a major step forward in the design of
lighthouses. It was in use until 1877, dismantled
and rebuilt on Plymouth Hoe, where it now
stands as a memorial to its designer, John
Smeaton, the celebrated civil engineer. In the
summer season, you can go inside this popular
visitor attraction for a small fee.

One of the most popular attractions in the
South West – the National Marine Aquarium is
located here, on the coast of Plymouth. It offers
you the opportunity to see all the amazing sea
creatures, and their impressive shark tank is one
of Europe’s deepest tanks, allowing you to view
the fish from the bottom of the sea perspective.
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Open over 30 years ago and situated in the
heart of Plymouth City Centre, the Theatre
Royal has seen performances from many stars
including Ella Fitzgerald, Sir Ian McKellen, Dame
Vera Lynn and Barbara Windsor. The building is
also home to the Drum Theatre and TR2. Their
wide variety of productions is sure to impress
you, especially considering that it is the largest
and the most attended regional producing
theatre. In September 2013, we saw the famous
Theatre Royal re-open its doors after
undergoing major renovations costing £7m.

The Royal William yard is a prestigious area of
Plymouth that is home to the largest collection
of Grade I listed military buildings in Europe.
Each of those have been carefully restored and
are now host to a number of high profile
companies, stunning waterfront flats and great
cafes and restaurants including Seco Lounge,
River Cottage restaurant, Prezzo restaurant and
the Royal William Yard Bakery with more to
appear soon. With a water taxi service from
and to the Plymouth Barbican, this location is
easily accessible and completes the Plymouth
waterfront city experience. Their famous Good
Food Market is especially popular with a variety
of locally sourced food and drink available to
sample and purchase.
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Plymouth’s new addition and home to our
famous Olympic diver Tom Daley, the Plymouth
Life Centre is a great way to stay active
whatever the weather. Olympic size pool with
diving facilities, gym, climbing zone, indoor
bowl centre, multi use sports hall, sauna, steam
rooms – you name it, it is there! You can even
come along and watch Tom train whilst you
enjoy a cup of coffee from the in-house cafe.

If you are looking for some great
entertainment try the popular Barbican Leisure
Park. This large leisure complex is situated a
short walk from the main Barbican Waterfront in
the Coxside area. Here you will find some of
very well known dining out hot spots. Whilst
away from home and with some more free time
on your hands you might fancy watching that
great blockbuster everyone keeps on talking
about. You are in the right place as Plymouth’s
popular Vue cinema is situated right here, you
simply cannot miss it with 15 screens and the
latest Sony 4K digital cinema experience giving
a sharp clear picture to enjoy. Do not forget to
visit Tenpin if you fancy some arcades, pool,
snooker, and bowling. With a variety of dining
out places, cinema, bowling, night club and
fitness centre the Barbican Leisure Park simply
has it all. Situated about a mile from city centre
and a short walk over the footbridge on the
Barbican Waterfront it is never too far away.
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Our Team:

Janet Wonnacott
Managing Director

Janet has worked with European Lifelong Learning
Programmes since 2004 and she is very passionate about
maintaining high standards of service in finding quality work
placements and accommodation for students and creating
a positive experience for them.Janet named her Company
Almond, as the Almond flower is the first flower to appear in
Spring to signify a "new beginning". Janet wants students who
come through the organisation to have a good experience,
which will give them life-changing opportunities. Almond
Vocational Link has had a prestigious Partnership project
approved under the Lifelong Learning Programme in 2009
and has also gained many partners under the LLP in Mobility
both for students in Initial Vocational Training as well as for
People in the Labour market. The Company has also being
involved with VETPRO projects as well. And now recently we
are coordinating a Grundtvig project. Janet has formed
many close relationships with partners from abroad that have
brought students to us year after year.

After 12 years working as Office Manager, PA to the MD
and Secretary to the Management Team in a software house
in Germany, she came to Plymouth on the 18th May 2003.
During her first 18 months she was working together with
Janet Wonnacott as Office Manager on EU-funded projects.
Petra then moved on to a training company here in
Plymouth, working as Administrator, responsible for student
affairs. On the 23rd September 2013, she joined Almond
Vocational Link Ltd as Senior Administrator.

Petra Nesbit
Senior Administrator
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Kamila joined the team on 24th September 2013 and took
on a role of Marketing and Design Coordinator. After over 7
years of working and managing within the hospitality trade,
she gained great experience in event organizing, marketing,
customer service and designing promotional materials. Kamila
also volunteers for a local Media Company where she writes
content, manages social media for small businesses, creates
banner adverts. Kamila is responsible for marketing activities of
the company and designing marketing materials promoting
Almond Vocational Link.

Kamila Bielawska
Marketing & Design Coordinator

Valentine Pellè

Valentina was one of the Italian participants to the
Leonardo da Vinci Programme and she undertook a work
experience placement as a Marketing Assistant for our
company. Valentina took her Master Degree in Foreign
Languages for International Communication in English and
French at the University of Turin and after a work experience
as Business Developer for an Italian company, she decided to
improve her English language skills. Since finishing her
apprenticeship, Almond Vocational Link has offered Valentina
to join the team as an employee. She continues to work as a
marketing assistant, using her international communications
skills to build strong working relationships with new European
partners.

Marketing Assistant
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Gabriele finished her education in 2012 and decided to
come to the UK from Lithuania. After she finished her English
course she decided to search for business and administration
apprenticeships. Gabriele started her work experience with
Almond on 28th of April 2014 and she has started officially as
an apprentice on 20th of June. Gabriele said : I am really
hoping the apprenticeship will help me to gain more
experience, skills and I hope that I will fit in at Almond

Gabriele Mikionyte
Apprentice

Scott has been designing websites for a number of years for
a wide range of small businesses. Scott works with the
Almond Vocational Link’s team to help support Almond
Vocational Link's web development. Scott also works in
helping promote Plymouth wherever possible and runs his
own Media Company.

Scott Grenney
Web Developer
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Testimonials
I applied for a job connected with marketing and HR ait met my expectations as a fresh
graduate (...) I have to say “Thank you” to Almond for for that opportunity. Now I have a
good knowledge of how it goes in agencies like AVL”
Monika, Slovakia
I didn’t think that working with an artist can be so interesting. (I would want to work
for this organisation again) Because it’s interesting, varied and a good way to improve
your English skills.”
Alija Grahović, Belgium
To conclude, it was an honour and pleasure for me to partake in this internship and to
have the opportunity to gain valuable transferable employment skills.”
Marietta, Germany

I enjoyed my time in Plymouth very much, thanks to the staff of my host company that
accepted me almost immediately, the staff of Almond Vocational Link, I miss the weekly
Language cafe and winning.”
Thomas, Denmark

Almond itself on behalf of Janet Wonnacott and every single person who is working for
Almond are great and positive people. We have started our cooperation in the year 2012
based on the IDUMO Project which is initiated and funded by the European Social Funds
and the Ministry of Work and Social Affairs. Through the entire cooperation Almond was
always open to manage challenges, motivated to work on new methods and inspiring
learners to us.We also learnt a lot about international cooperation and the English
lifestyle.It was always a pleasure to work with everyone. We made a varied experience in
cooperation with a positive, successful and sustainable impact. Until next time!”
Bianca Doesburg, Project coordination IDUMO, IN VIA Köln, Germany
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Contact us

Janet Wonnacott
Managing Director

Tel: +44 01752 224446
Mobile: +44(0)7969173652
janetw@almondvoclink.co.uk
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